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PUTTING CRIME VICTIM COMPENSATION IN CONTEXT

Moves for publicly funded schemes. for the compensation of crime victims

should be seen as yet another illustration of the unsuitability of the current legal order to

'respond when members of society suffer personal injuries. Until now, in most countries of

the Commonwealth of Nations, we have struggled along with the common law of tort and

statutory extensions of liability in special circumstances. Thus, in Australia, workers!

. compensation legislation.~'ilttachesabsolute liability for injuries suffered by 'employees inY . .
defined work-related circumstances. Compulsory third-party insurance guarantees

recovery for most of the victims of motor ·vehicle inju~ies. In two Australian States,

Tasmania and -Victoria, schemes for stric~ liability in respect of injuries arising out of the

use of a motor vehicle replace the need to prove negligence~

Only in New Zealand, since the ~ccident Compensation Act 1972, has a

conceptually coherent approach been taken.to the problems of reforming the law to deal

comprehensively with :the victims of injury, whether at home or at work" whether in a

motor car or in n sporting injury or arising out of a criminal assault. The New Zealand

scheme addresses the problem from a comprehensive social welfare approach. A similar

scheme proposed for universal compensation in Australia fell victim to the com~ined

opposition of the trade u.nion movement, the insurance industry, the legal profession,

State bureaucracies and, eventally, the fall of the sponsoring government. l
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Short of adopting a law providing for universal compensation, which would

assure money payments to all injury victims inclUding the victims of crime, Australian and

other lawmakers have developed proposals for special schemes to cater for crime victims

- a long-neglected category of the injured, disabled and maimed. The purpose of this

paper is to sketch some of the Australian developments, both in being a'nd in prospect, and

to compare them with each other and with the current United Kingdom system by which

crime victims are compensated. Although these comparisons may prove instructive, it

should be emphasised that crime victim compensation schemes shOUld be seen as mere

staging posts on the way to a more coherent approach to the I?redicament of non-fault,

non-employment and non-motorised injuries. Indeed, it is important that ad hoc attention

to special categories should not obscure the need to deal with the underlying I?roblem. A

New Zealand author, describing the novel operation of the New Zealand accident

compensation legislation, questioned 'whether the British will elect to limp into the sunset

of tort with Lord Pearson's report as a stick to lean on1•
2 In the view of some

commentators, efforts to sta~e up the present ramshackle and inequitable system of

compensating injury victims merely I?ostpones the day when fundamental law reform will

be done.

In Australia, legislation over the past 13 years has introduced various schemes

of victim compensation in the Australian States. The first scheme was introduced in New

South Wales in 1967~ Since then, program have been introduced in Queensland (1968), South

Australia (1969), Western Australia (1970), Victoria (1972), ,the Northern Terri~o.ry of

Australia (1975) and Tasmania (1976). Only the victims of Commonwealth or Federal crime

and crime in the Australian Capital Territory (A.C.T.) and Island Territories are not now

I?rovided with some form of pUblicly funded victim compensation law. To cure ~his defect,

pending the preferred approach of a national compensation scheme, the Australian Law

Reform Commission, in its fifteenth report, S~ntencing of Federal Offenders3,_ proposed

a Federal crime victim compensation system which could also be extended to apply. in

those Territories in which the Federal Australian Parliament still exercises plenary

I?owers.

,
Under the Australian Constitution, the criminal law is not, as such, assigned to

the central Federal Parliament. Accordingly, the great bulk of the criminal law and its

incidents, remain, in Australia, unlike Canada, a State responsibility. Nevertheless, the

Federal Pa.rliament has its own separate legitimate interests in a Federal criminal justice

system. This is a fast-developing area of the law concerned with crimes relevant to those

matters which are the Federal Parliamentts constitutional responsibilities. Thus, to

supl?ort the Federal power in respect of customs, criminal offences have been validly

created by the Federal Parliament. A growing catalogue of criminal offences has been

created to support wide-ranging Federal legislation. An Australian Federal Police Force

has been established, specifically and exclusively to deal with federal crimes and federal

criminals.
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. Though most federal crime is, of it') nature, so-called 'white collar crime', cases of violent

crime do exist, punishable under Federal or Territory law. For the v~ctims of such violent

crim~, no present scheme exists for publicly-funded compensation.

The proposals of the Australian Law Reform Commission to cure this lacuna

were laid before the Australian Parliament on 21 May 1980. They were contained in a

report which was the first concerted national study of sentencing ever carried out in the

Australian Commonwealth. Sl?ecifically, it was the first study of the punishment of

Federal offenders. The terms of reference to the Law Reform Commission required it,

among other things, to 'take into account the interests of the public and the victims of

crime' when considering the imposition of punishment on Federal offenders. The report of

the Commission deals with many subjects but three chief themes are identified, namely:

ways of securing greater con~istency and uniformity in the punishment of Federal

offenders;

ways of diversifying the punishment of Federal offenders, pllrticlllnrly by

proffering alternatives to imprisonment; and

the need to do more for the victims of Federal crime.

:v·
The report suggests a/greater emphasis on cOffi[lensation and restitution orders. It

foreshadows possible further efforts to provide supportive services, advice, counselling

and facilities for victims of Commonwealth crimes. Attached to, the report is a draft

Criminal Injuries Coml?ensation Bill for an Act of the Australian Federal Parliament. This

paper is confined to the main themes in the -report and the Bill and is based on Chapter 12

of the report.

VICTIMS AND THE AUSTRALIAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Australian Crime Victim Survey. That the interests of victims of crime in

Australia - Federal and State - are of significant dimension, can be realised from the fact

that at least one ,million Australians each year, against their will, are victims i~ some way

or other of crim.inal conduct. The recently released results of the first national survey

conducted in Australia of crfme victimisation showed that in 1975, the year in which the

survey was undertaken, an estimated 967,000 persons were the victims in the preceding 12

months of one or more of the offences shows in Figure J. 5 This represented .11. 7% of

the Austr~lian population. Almost half of all victims were victims of theft. At the up[ler

end of the seriousness scale ~.6% of all victims were victims of robbery. Of those who

were the victims of assault and robbery 26,000 reported that 'they .received some form of

medical treatment, although in most instances this was not for serious injuries.6
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Figure 1
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New Developments Towards. Sensitivity to Victims. In many countries, and

particularly in the United States, bodies such as the I:ecent South Australian 'Good

Samaritan Institute? have received widespread support, from members of the public and

have acted as a catalyst. for the development of new methods of alleviating the plight of

victims of crime.8 These methods have included:
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Assistance Units. Establishing victim and witness assistance units in police and
prosecutor agencies.9 These units are intended to offer advice to victims and
witnesses about the progress of the investigation ·and prosecution of particular
offences, as well as to direct victims to other agencies which may be able to
provide them with help. The units have also helped victims make application for
compensation to programs run by government bodieS'. No victim witness assistance
units have as yet been set up in any Australil1n jurisdj;~tion.

Rape Victim Facilities. Establishing spedal facilities for the treatment of rape
victims and the victims of other forms of sexual assault.l 0 Much of the
momentum for changes in the response of society to crime vk:timisation has
stemmed .from the moves to reform rape laws. In addition to leading to law reform
and new methods for the handling of rape cases by criminal justice agencies these
pressures have resulted in the erea tion ,of rape crisis centres and specialised
medical services providing counselling and allied assistance to the victims of sexual
assault. These dcv.elop!})ents have extended to Australia. In Ii number of
jurisdictions of Australia sexual offence referral units have been set up, nnd
procedural and allied changes have been made in the way in which rape and other
sexual offences· are handled by police, other crim inal justice agencies and in the
courts. I I .

Victim Impact S.tatements. Making 'victim impact statements' available to jUd·icial
officers at the time of. sentencing. In certain American jurisdictions therc hnvc
been recent developments designed to ensure that a judicial officer, when
sentencing an offender, not only has access to pre sentence reports about the
offender and his backgrounq but also to materials describing the iml?act of a crime
upon the victim.l2 Such statements are intended to provide a balance to the
information considered by a judicial officer when imposing punishment. In the view
of some observers this balan~e is at present unduly weighted in favour of the
offender rather than the victim. Victim impact statements have not yet been
introduced in any Australian jurisdiction but have been propsed in South Australia.

Expanded Restitution Programs. Provision of expanded restitution programs for
crime victims. I3 A variety of restitution provisions have tended to be available
in most jurisdictions allowing courts to award monetary and allied compensation to
victims.

New Victim Programs. Provision of victim compensation programs. Such programs
have becom~ widely accepted in many jurisdictions during the past two decades and
they have, as will be seen in more detail below, extended to Australia.

These are some of the more significant cCintempory developments reflecting an increasing

international awareness of the needs of crime victims. Not all such developments fall

within the Australian Law Reform Commission's reference on the punishment of Federal

offenders.

Compensation for Noh Violent Crimes. Before delivering its interim report the

Australian Law Reform Commission circulated its proposals in a discussion paper outlining·

its tentative ideas.I4 At the public hearing in Canberra· to receive comments o~ the

discussion· paper a police submission was received which suggested that any Federal victim

compensation scheme should also encompass the victims of profit crimes. In cases such as

fraud losses could often be substantial and the victim might have no redress from the

offender because the latter was normally without means.
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It is difficult in logic to justify a distinction between victims of non-violent and violent

crimes for the pllI:pose of the State's compensating such victims. However, the practical

problems of providing a total form of compensation are enormous and would appear to be

so expensive 85 almost certa{nly to make them unacceptable and to delay unfairly the

implementation of a scheme for victims of crimes" causing death or bodily injury. ·:~o

jurisdiction in Australia or overseas has yet afforded a comprehensive pUblicly funded

scheme of compensation for victims of property offences. Indirectly some attempts have

been made to meet such losses through criminal bankruptcy orders, treble damage

provisions in trade practices legislation and class actions. These are remedies which are of

a mixed civil and criminal nature and illustrate the overlapping of the sanctioning process'

which is apparent generally in victim compensation. The Australian Law Reform

Commission is already considering class actions under a Reference from the

Attorney-General on that topic. As part of the future work on the Sentencing Reference,

it is intended to 1001< in 'more detnil at criminal bankruptcy orders and compensation and

allied orders associated with the provision of restitution to victims of non violent crime.

In the interim report on ~cntencing of Federal Offenders the Commission1s proposals were

limited to monetary compensation for victims of crime causing bodily harm or death.

JUSTIFICATION FOR A VICTIM COMPENSATION SCHEME

Arguments For and Against a Scheme. The arguments concerning a Federal

victim compensation program in Australia were outlined in the Law Reform Commission's

discussion paper. I recapitulate them in brief. First, the arguments for such schemes:

State Assumption of Citizen Protection. It has been suggested the State, having
assumed responsibIlity for the protection of the citizen and at the same time
having largely -prohibited him from se~king redress by direct action; having
discouraged him from carrying weapons-for use in his self-defence; having given
priority to criminal over the civil actions for compensation; and in mnny cases,
having incarcerated the offender and thus removed the possibility of his earning
money to meet his civil debts; should assume the responsibility for compensating
the victim.

§haring the Costs of Crime Control. Through ta'ces and allied revenue-ralsmg
devices all citizens are compelled to contribute to, and share in, the cost of cr.ime
control measures. When these measures fail, the cost of that failure should also be
shared by all citizens. It is said to be unjust rind inequitable that the costs of
victimisation, which in the case of violent crime can include serious physical
injury,ruinous financial harm, and grave social dislocation, should be borne by an
unfortunate minority of citizens, usually entirely innocent of any wrongdoing.
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Aiding Crime ~revention. The establishment of 8 victim compensation scheme
would, it is claimed, aid crime prevention by making it more likely that citizens
would come to the aid of potential victims and the police, since if injured they
would be compensated. Such schemes would also ensure prompt reporting of crime,
and collaboration by the victim in its investigation and prosecution, since the

. victimrs assistance in those tasks could be a necessary condition of the payment of
compensation.

Alleviating Suffering. The injured person has already suffered enough in being the
random victim of a violent crime. Society should not leave to him and his family
the further burden of financial suffering. However, if he has precipitated the
violence and contributed to it, it may be just to reduce or even eliminate
compcnsation.

The main arguments against victim compensation l?rograms are:

Cost. The cost of a scheme to compensate crime victims would be prohibitive. As
will be seen, the cost of existing programs varies SUbstantially, dependin"g to II

large degree on the limits, if any, set on maximum awards to victims and the level
of pUblicity associated with the scheme.

Arbitrary Exclusion of Property Losses. To restrict compensation, as do all existing
programs, to the victims of violent crime and exclUding property Joss as a result of
criminal action is to draw an arbitrary distinction. In response to this argument it
has been pointed out that the cost of a scheme to compensate the victims of
crimes against property would be large and possibly prohibitive. In addition, the
losses suffered by the victims of property crime are more likely to be .insured
against and are of a kind" different from those experienced by victims of violent
crime. j-Y'
Fraudulent Claims. Provision of a victim. compensation program would encourage
fraudulent claims, as well as remove a possible deterrent to the commission of
violent crime because offenders ·would feel less concern for the ultimate fate of
their victims. Neither of these assertions has been borne out by the operating
experience with victim compensation schemes. Fraudulent claims have been
virtually non-existent, and there is no evidence to suggest that the incidence of
violent crime has increased because of the establishment of compensation
·programs.

. Compensation From Other Sources. Victims of crime can already obtain
compensation from social security or other public sources. Responding to this
argument, it is clear that victims of violent crime may on occasions be able to
secure some compensation from pUblic sources, such as social security, or even
from private charitable funds. However, this compensation is often likely to be no
more than a token amount when measured against the gravity of the losses which
may result from the commission of a violent crime.

Why Crime Victims'? There is no special principle upon which State compensation
for criminal injuries ~lone can· be justified. Further 'the idea of selecting yet
another group of unfortunates for special treatment is not easily defensible'. It is
more difficult to provide n social principle upon which to justify the singling out of
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I-laving weigl1ed these arguments, the Australian Law Reform Commission

decided that it should proceed to recommend a federal criminal injuries compensation law

in Australia. It did not agree to postpone such a recommendation, lest it impede

consideration of the more comprehensive national compensation scheme proposed in the

Woodhouse report. 17 Having rcached this determination, it t·ecame necessary to

examine the various models developed in the United Kingdom and elsewhere for pUblicly

funded special schemes for the compensation of victims of crime: This paper now turns to

a brief scrutiny of the models examined.

VICTIM COMPENSATION SCHEMES, UNITED KINGDOM MODEL

A Scheme of Ex Gratia Payments. The United Kingdom has the victim

compensation scheme which has been operating for the longest time in the common law

world. IS It is olso by fur the most liberal scheme in terms of the maximum awards

which can be made to victims. Both these facts. have made it a 'bench mark l agains~ which

to measure other compensation schemes, When the United Kingdom Govcrnm"ent first

introduced the scheme in 1964, it reje'cted the concept of the State accepting ~~

liability for victim injuries but accepted that compensation should be paid at public

expense on an ex gratia basis as an expression of public sympathy to the victims of violent

crime. Frem the outs~~i'·the scheme was designed to pay compensation even where the

criminal had not been found and prosecuted and also in cases whet'e an individual had been

hurt when helping the police to make an arrest. Since the scheme wns seen to be of an

experimental nature, it was decided that it would be of a non-statutory structure and

would be administered by a Compensation Board, The vic.tim was to remain free to sue the

offender but would have to repay the Board any compensation received from it out of any

damages obtained from the offender.

The Criminal Injuries Compensation Board. At present the United Eingdom

Criminal Injuries Compensation Board comprises a Chairman and thirteen members all of

whom are legally qualified. It operates throughout ,the country. Finance for the program is

provided by a grant in aid from public funds. To qualify for compensation under the

scheme, the circumstances of the injury must either hav-e been the s~bjcct .of criminal.

proceedings or have been· notified to the police, unless the Board waives these

requirements. Injuries caused by traffic offences are excluded unless a deliberate attempt

is made to run th~ victim down. Also excluded froni the scheme until'very recently have

been offences committed against a member of the offender's family living with him at the

time of the offence.19 The Board has also to be satisfied that the victim's character,

way of life and conduct generally justify an award being m.aae. 20 The nature of

compensation for injury or death is based on comm'on law damages but the rate of loss of

gross earnings to be taken into account is not permitted to exceed twice the overage of

gross industrial earnings at the time thf.lt thp. inillr-" U'.oc: C:11c:t.,;nl>rl 21
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Compensation is also available for non-pecuniary loss. A mInimUm loss or£'150 1m3 to be

establish'ed before· a person is entitled to any award.22 Compensation awards are

reduced by the value of any social security benefits and analogous government payments

to which the victim may be entitled. Compensation will also be reduced by the amount of

any damages award in civil proceedings or compensation paid uhder an order made by a

criminal court.

Amounts of U.K. Awards. The number of awards made in the United Kingdom

by the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board, and the total sums paid Qut in

compensation, have been increasing annually since 1964. In the first full year of its

operation, 1965-1966, there were over 1,000 awards with payments amounting to about

400,000.23 In the last year for which figures were available, 1978-79, there were more

th~n 16,000 awards with payments totalling aboutf!3.0m. The average award is about 790

but about 60% of all awards fall .in a level belowt400.24 Only 1.8% of awards are

greater tha{s,ooo. The highest award made 'in 1978-79 was{7s,700 to' a man who was

stabbed in the back by two nssnilants, who were never traccd25

Appeal and Review in the U.K. Scheme. While no appeal lies directly to the

courts from orders of the Board, the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court in England

and Wales has exercised on a number of occasions its jurisdiction to supervise the

discharge of the Board's functions and to review its awards. The Pearson Report, in its

general review of the civil liablity and compensation for personal injury in the United

Kingdom, rec'ommended the continuation of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme.

However it recommended that the scheme should now be put on a statutory basis having

regard to the fact that it had developed well beyond an experimental program. The

Pearson Report also recom mended that compen~tion under the scheme should continue to

be based on tort damages. It did not consider that administra tion of the scheme should be

vested in the courts. It preferred the continuation of. a separate B,oard. The Royal

Commission also felt that the scheme should not be administered through a social security

system. In its view the questions to be decided for crime victim compensation were of a

different kind from tho~e dealt with under that system.26

Revision of the U.K. Scheme. In addition to the Royal Commission on Civil

Liability and Gompensation for Personal Injury, a Working Party on Criminal Injuries has

also recently reported ,to the United King'dom Goveroment.27. This Working Party

Report, Which has been accepted in large part by the Government, recom mended that the

provisions of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme should be extended to victims of

violence within the family. This recommendation has since been implemented as have

other recommendations made by both official enquiries.28

~-.• ~
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AUSTRALIAN COMPENSATION SCHEME AWARDS, POOR AND DISTANT REI,ATIONS

Statutory Maximum Awards. The present victim compensation programs in

Australian States and the Northern Territory benr little, if any, resemblance to the United

Kingdom scheme. They are by comparison pO.Jf and distant relations. Undoubtedly the

most striking difference between the United Kingdom and Australian schemes lies in the

maximum awards which can be made under the latter programs. Table 1 shows these

maxima.

TDble I

MAXIMUM AWARDS PAYABLE UNDER AUSTRALIAN VICTIM

COMPENSATION PROGRAMS

N.S.W.

VIC.

TAS.

S.A.

W.A.

QLD.

$10,000 ($1000 summary matted

$ 5,000

$10,000

$10,000

$ 7,500

$ 5,000

In R. v. Tcherchain Mr. Justice Isaacs, in the Supreme Court of New South

Wales, comm~ted on the consequence of such n:aximum provisions29:

[T] he most that the court can do in considering an application of this nature is

to award the applicant something by way of compensation or solatium, not a

full compensation, but something by way of consolation for his injury.

Commentators have suggested that ~he maxima are so low that they amount to no more

than a 'l?olitical placebo', offered as a l?alliative- to public demand for fairer treatment of

the victims of crime.30 One recent gral?hic example of the inadequacies of awards

available under Australian schemes opens this paper. An.other occurred in New South

'i-Vales when a man _taken hostage dudng the course of a crime was shot and killed as police

moved in to capture the offender holding him cal?tive. The crime victim left behind n

family which became destitute as a result of his death. As n result of rel?resentllt.ions

made directly to the Premier of New South Wales, an ex gratia payment of $25,000 was
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made to assist th~ family.31 If the normal rules had applied, the maximum sum

available to the family under the State's ex gratia vi~tim compensation program would

have been $4.,000. The N.S.W. Government subsequently raised the ceiling of compensation

awards to $10,000. The new ceilIng came into effect on 28 May 1979.

Range and Amount of Australian Awards. Since it commenced operation on

January 1,' 1968, almost $1,200,000 has been distributed to crime victims under the

provisions of the New South Wales compensation program. In the last year for which

figures are available (1977), more than $300,000 was paid to victims and the maximum

payment of $4,000 was made on 33 occasions. Further details of the number of claims

made since the inception of the New South Wales program are sho\".'n in Table 2.

Table 2

PAYMENTS MADE UNDER N.S.W. CRIMINAL INJURIES COMPENSATION

ACT 1967 AND ASSOCIATED EX GRATIA SCHEME

YEAR

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

NO. OF CLAIMS

$

5
40
27
39
75

132
168
143
151

PAYMENT

4,865
21,503
25,196
38,240
76,206

142,479
284,104
233,620
303,052

Source: Information BUlletin, the New South Wales Department of Attorney-General and

of Justice.

Detailed comparable figures are not available from other Australian

jurisdictions to show the level of claims made upon the respective schemes since their

date of commencement.32 However, the. most recent annual report of the Crimes

Compensation Tribunal.in Victoria, for the period JUly 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978 reveals
!

that 987 awards were made' totalling almost $1,050,000. This annual sum. was almost as

large as the total of all such payments made to crime victims in New South. Wales. Since

the inception of that State's compensation scheme. The average award .in Victoria in

1977-78 was approximately $1,000 and the range of awards was as follows:
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$50 to $750

$750 to $1,500

$1,500 to $3,000

$3,000 to $5 1°00 (the maximum in Victoria)

- 63%;

- 22%;

- 10%; and

- 5%.

AUSTRALIAN COMPENSATION SCHEMES: THE COURT AND TRIBUN AI, MODELS

N.S.W.: Crimes Act Orders. Two basic models have been adopted in the design

of Australian victim compensa lion schemes. The first is a court-based program in New

South Wales The second is a tribunal-based program in Victoria. Under the New South

Wales scheme, which has also been adopted 8S the prototype in Queensland, South

Australia and Western Australia, two separate methods apply to the payment of

compensation to crime victims. Under the first of these, which is provided for in the

Criminal Injuries CompensatioR Act 1967 (N.S.W.), reliance is placed on provisions which

have been in the New South Wales Crimes Act since 1900uuthorising the courts, on the

conviction of an offender, to make an" order for the payment by the offender to [lny

aggrieved person of compensation for either p·ersonal injury (meaning bodily hnrm and

inclUding pregnancy, mental and nervous shock) and/or property loss sustained by reason

of the commission of the offence.33 Where the offender was dealt with on i~dictment,

the comt could, pursuap-(to s.437 of the Crimes Act 1900 (N.S. W.), make an order for the

paymeryt of compensation of up to $2,000 (now $10,000). Under s.554(3), ·a court of

summary jurisdiction could make an award of up to $300 (now $1,000). Although the

powers to award compensation under these Crimes Act provisions have "been in existence

for many years, the courts have seldom used them, probably because the whole thrust of

the criminal justice system is directed to dealing with the offender. Most offenders lack

the means to pay compensation, and few applications are made for such 'orders. Victims

are generally simply witnesses, who are unrepresented. Often they do not know of this

provision.

N.S.W.: Determinations in the Criminal Trial. The Criminal Injuries

Compensation Act ·1967 (N.S.W.) provides that, where a' jUdge or court makes a

compensation order in respect of injury (specifically defined as bodily harm but inclUding

pregnancy, mental shock and nervous shock) under these Crimes Act provisions against an

offender, the victim (the aggrieved person under the legislation) can apply to 'the Under

Secretary for payment to him from the Consolidated Revenve Fund of the sum so directed

to be paid,.34 The Act also provides that where a charge is dismissed or an alleged

offender is acquitted, a judge can nonetheless grs!1t a certificate stating" tl1C

compensation he would have awarded had the accused been convicted. Although the award

of compensation is left in the handS of the jUdge or 'court as part of the criminal trial,

payment of compensation does not follow automatically upon the making of the judicial

order, or certificate in the case of an acquittal or dismissal situation.
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The Under Secretary, a civil servant, u[>on receipt of an application is required to provide

the Treasurer, a Minister of State, with a statement setting out first the amount of

. compensation ordered or recommended by the court and, secondly, the amounts which the

victim has received or might receive frQrn other sources through the exercise of his legal

rights.· The Treasurer is then given the discretion to authorise payment of the sum

awarded by the court, less any sum otherwiSe obtained in compensation.

W~~aknesses in the N'.S.W. Statutory Scheme. The final result of the extremely

cumbersome process described above applies only to awards for compensation for victims

injured in offences where an offender is apprehended. The Criminal Injuries Compensation

Act 1967 (N.S.W.) makes no provision for the victim of the attncker who is either

unapprehended or untried. This serious gap was recognised at the time of the pnssage of

the legislation through Parliament and it was announced that, to supplement the

provisions of the new Act the,. government would, after an administrative investigation

inclUding police reports, mal(e ex gratia payments to the victims of crimes injured in

circumstances where no one was apprehended or tried. 35 Limited modifications have

been made to this procedure in the other States which have used the. New South Wal~s

s~heme as the prototype ~or their own victim compensation programs.36 However, the

basic feature of all these schemes is their use of the criminal courts, as the assessment

body for compensation awards with Executive determination of the apP,ropriateness of

claims by crime victims not involved in court proceedings. Critics of the New South Wales

model have pointed to the long delays which may occur before a victim can receive any

compensation. It is not unusual in serious criminal offences for a case to take up to a year

or, more to reach tria1.37 Meanwhile, the victim of crime may have urgent and

immediate needs for compensation which cannot be met under the New South Wales

scheme, 'if there is an ~l'l'rehended accused. 38

Another serious criticism of the New South Wales scheme relates to its reliance

on a criminal court concerned with different and serious business, to deal with victim

compensation:

[T] he use of the' ordinary criminal· courts to determine compensation for

victims [because] it may be seen to introduce an irrelevant consi?eration into a

judicial forum whose primary reSl'onsibility is determiriing whetheJ;" or ,not an

accused l'erson is guilty of a particular crime. Th~ criminal trial in common law

countries is a well-defined procedure, one of the best-known characterist.ics o(

which. is the unique standard of proof imposed on the prosecution. It is not just

possible but probable that the standard' of proof beyond reasonable doubt may

also be employed 'in the process of determining a claim that a victim's injuries

fiow from a partiCUlar crime where the accused has been acquitted.
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Conversely, the victim waiting in the wings for compensation may conceivably

affect the" court in its determination of criminal gUilt, though this should be
. 39

regarded as less likely than the former matter.

V:ctorian Tribunal: Compensation Orders. Influenced by these cri ticisms, and

also by the experience of. an alternative model developed in New Zealand before its

adoption of the National Accident Compensation Program, Victoria in 1972 decided upon a

different structure for its victim 'compensation program. This was introduced by the

Criminal Injuries Coml?cnsation Act 1972 (Vic.}.40 Under the terms of this Act, 11

Crimes Compensation Tribunal was established. Appllcations for compensation are now

made to this tribunal which is required to determine claims

expeditiously and informally •.. having regard to the requirements of justice and

'Without regard to legal forms and solemniti~s.41

The Victorian legislation also permits the Tribur:tal to act without regard to the normal

rules relating to evidence ,or procedure, and to require that informati~m be suppliec;l from

police and medical records about a crime and any injuries which may have flowed from it.

Awards made by the Victorian Tribunal are not subject to governmental or administrative

scrutiny. The legislation provides that the award is to be cast as an order which the

successful applicant then pre'sents for' payment out of Consolidated Revenue.

Compensation is not ex gratia or discretionary. It .is a matter of legal right. Operating

experience with the Victorian program suggests that the Tribunal determines-claims with

a minimum of delay and formality and that victims are generally satisfied with the a'wards

they receive. In-determining the cause of the victim's injuriesJ -a civil standard of proof is

applied by the Tribunal. In common w~th the o.ther State programs, it must consider any

conduct of the victim lwhich directly or indirectly contributed to his injury or d~athl. A

total bar exists under the Victorian legislation against making anordeF where the injury

has been inflicted on the victim'by a spouse or a member of the household. This r>articular
.. .

provision is more drastic than those in other Australian schemes where the relevant_

authority or court considering the, application for compensation is only required to 'take

account' of the relationshir> existing between the offender and th'e victim. In ·the most

recent report of the Victorian Crimes Compensation Tribunal it was noted that this bar

.was causing injustice in cert~in ~ases:
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A signific8.[1t number of cases have emerged when the infliction of the injury

has meant the end of the matrimonial relationship, but the severely injured

victim (usuany the wife) can receive no compensation. Again, children who are

the victims of parental violence, including sexual assault, cannot be

com[>cnsated where the !?fovision applies. 42

Tasmanian Scheme. The Victorian model has SUbsequently been used as 8.

prototype for the. Tasmanian victim compensation program established by the Criminal

Injuries Compensation, Act 1976, (Tas.). However, n special tribunal has not been created

to deal with claims which arc instead determined by the l\'laster of th"e Supreme Court of

Tasmania, or his delegate, the Registrar.

A.L.R.C. PROPOSALS FOR A FEDERAl" VlCTIM COMPENSATION SCHEME

The Basic Model. Of the three _basic models for victim compensation programs

decribed above - the United Kingdom, N.S.W. and Victorian - the Australian Law Reform

Commission expressed the vi~w that the Victorian model should be adopted, with

modifications as the most suitable for, introduction at the Federal level in Australia.

Several reasons were cited for this conclusion:

f?
th~ United Kingdom scheme, which continues at present ona non-statutory basis, is

designed for a small.but densely populated country, long accustomed to flexible

Executive experiments with social welfare programs;

the N.S.W. scheme gives the appearance of a cumbersome ad hoc arrangement for

compensation which cannot respond rapidly to meet victim needs; and

the Victorian scheme combines substu!1tial advantages of a flexible operating

procedure, prompt and informal method of determining claims, and provision -of

coml?ensation as a legal-right.

The Commission proposed a Federal crime victim compensation scheme and attached to

its report draft legislation to implement this recommendation. It is proposed that a

Commonwealth Crimes Compensation Tribunal shoUld be established.43 Because of the

small workload likely to be experienced by a tribunal reviewing claims by ·victims of

Federal and Territory crimes, an entirely new body and staff to perfqrm this function

would not be required. Instead] claims should be made tit a tribunal,· constituted by a

person who for the time being_ constitutes a Commonwealth Employees' Compensation·

Tribu~a1.44 _A right of review of the decisions of the Tribunal in the Administrative

Appeals Tribunal was also recommended.45 An appeal to the Federal Court of Australia
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on questions of law was proposed.
46

Following the making of an order for compensation,

a successful applicant should be entitled to payment of the sum ordered as. a debt due nnd

payable by the Commonwealth to the applicant.47

The Number of Claims. Claims under the proposed new Australian Federal

victim compensation scheme would come from two principal groups: persons suffering

bodily harm or in the case of death, their dependants as a result of crimes committed

anywhere within the criminal jurisdiction of the Commonwealth, and victims of such

crimes in tllE~ A.C.T. and external Territories of the Commoni,'lcalth to which the Act is

extended.48 The number of claims arising from the first group is likely to be very small.

Very few crimes of violence committed within the Commonwealth jurisdiction were

prosecuted and resulted in n conviction in 1977-78.49 In that period 53 assaults and 8

robbery charges dealt with by the Australian Federal Police (A.F.P.) produced convictions

nationwide. It is not lmown h0Yi' many offences of this type were reported to the A.F.P. or

other law enforcement agencies which did not result in the apprehension Dod/or conviction

of ao offender. 50 Nor is it known with precision whnt types of injury nrc suffered by the

victims of criminal conduct committed within the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth.

Whether such victims receive compensation from an existing Australian victim

compensation scheme is simply not discoverable from published material. 51 Eligible

victims in this group;.,)'~·OUld in future make application to the new Federal victim

compensation scheme rather than to State programs although for all other purposes

offences against the laws of the Commonwealth would qedealt with under the existing

structure of the 'autochthonous expedient'.

The number of claims arising from victims in the second group, notably those

occurring in the A.C.T. is also likely to be small. The number and rates of seriolls violent

crime in the A.C.T. in 1976-77 are shown in Figure 2.
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It will be seen that in that period there were 4 homicides, 42 serious assaults, 21 robberies

and 7 rapes reported to the police. The injuries suffered by victims -which resulted from

these crimes, and their eligibility fo"r compensation, could only be determined by

undertaking a substantial research· study. The- Commjssion recommended that studies

should be conducted in respect of the victims of Federal and Territory crimes, wnich do

not involve death or bodily injury but that the introduction of a Federal victim

compensation program should not be delayed by the completion of such a study. -Important

questions of social principle were said to be at stake. Present research suggested to the

Commission that neither in Federal nor Territory jurisdiction would the numbers of claims

be large or the aggregate amount of Commonwealth liability be substantial.

The Cost of a Federal Scheme. The cost of any scheme is obviously directly

related to the number of claims and the size of the awards made. The Law Reform

Co.mmission recommended that award.:> of compensa tion to 'victims of crime should not be

limited by artificial ceilings as they are at present in each Australian compensation

scheme. The United Kingdom approach, which is to have no artificial maximum, should be

preferred. Such maximum provisions do not bar the great majority of claims. But where

they do operate they are clearly unjust and cannot be supported on any principle of

fairness. TIle fear that without a maximum the scheme would be orohibitivelv exoensive is
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The basis for fixing awards for the Federal victim compensation scheme also should be

that adopted in the United Kingdom, namely, common law damages excluding exemplary

or punitive 'damages.51 This is the. basis adopted in Australia, but limited by tlle

statutory maxima. Experience with existing victim compensation I?rograms both in

Australia and overseas shows that in only a very small proportion of cases do claims

involve substantial sums for injuries caused as a result of crime. As noted above even

under the generous United Kingdom I?rogram, most claims afe for relatively small sums.

The al'tineal ceilings which arc at present placed on Australian schemes would not, if

omitted from ~he new Australian Federal scheme, be likely to lead to m"arked escalation.

in the costs of a Federal program. It is only in the rare case in Federal jurisdiction that a

victim is killed or very severely injured and thus likdy to claim for very substantial

compensation. But when such injuries do occur, the claim should be met. Payment of

$5,000 or even $10,000 .to a quadraplegic or a person permanently crippled. or blinded as a

result of a.criminal act is little.more than token charity. Yet this is what occurs under the

programs presently available in all Australian jurisdictions. In sporting injuries, the

government sponsored schemes to provide compensation are far mOre generous than those

available in criminal victim compensation programs. The maximum sum, for example,

p'ayable in New South Wales under the Sporting Injuries Insurance Act, 1978 (N.S. \\1.) is

$60,000 which is payable in the case of a quadraplegic. These payments are funded by

levies on sporting organisations which are members of the New South Wales Sports

Insurance Scheme. The pUblic contribution has been limited to initial establishment costs.

. Injuries which are compensable under most State workers' compensation legislation would

result in significantly higher pllyments than tinder present criminal victim compcnsnt.ion

schemes, especially where there are major injuries or where the death of the victim has

occurred.

Alternative Proposals. Should the cost of a victim compensation program as

proposed by the Commission, be considered unacceptable, two alternatives were identified

in the report. The first was to adopt a statutory maximum as 3n interim measure but

otherwise to ~ollow the Comrnissi-on's scheme. If this were done (and it was declared to be

a distinctly second best solution) the Commission proposed that the maximum

compensation sum should be fixed at a more realistic figure than provided for in present

Australian legislation. It should certainly be no less than the maximum provided in the

Sporting Injuries Insurance Act 1978 (N.S. Vol.) namely $60,000. A second, preferable,

course proposed was for part of the substantial sums obtained from fines in the Federal,

A.C.T. and external Ter~itory jurisdictions to be devoted to establishing a fund to prQv_ide

compensation for crime victims. It was suggested that such provisions would help to instil

a sense of equity in the 'members of the Australian public, increasingly nnd rightly

concerned at the apparent indifference shown by our criminal justice system to the

victims of crime.

~.
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Conclusions: A Question of Priorities. If the Australian Law Reform

Commission's proposal for a new Federal victim compensation scheme were adopted the

law Vlould for the first time in any Australian jurisdiction make adequate provision for the

financial needs of victims of violent crime. It may be argued by some that the provision is

undUly generous, and discriminates in favour of a special group of crime victims indeed a

special group of victims of misfortune. But the existing levels of compensation provided

for victims under other Australian schemes can undo.ubtedly operate unfairly both in their

procedures their applicability and in the amounts that may be awarded to victims and

their dependants. They represent acceptance of ~ proper principle followed by half

hearted implementation of it. The Federal Government in Australia, as a late entrant to

the field, should avoid these errors. The time has come for a thoroughly new approach to

supporting those who suffer injury as a result of crime in our society. The dependants of

those who suffer death deserve more than the ephemeral sympathy of the community, a

sensational headline and then l1eglect. Crime is an offence against the whole community

of Australians and the communLty should shoulder its responsibility to the victims of

crime. The Australian Federal Parliament can, with responsibility, take an initiative in

the. reassuring knowledge that the likely claims against it will be few in number and

generally small in amount. If an increase in revenue is found to be necessary to fund the

proposed scheme, the Australian Law Reform Commission has exp~esse.d the view that law

abiding citizens would ~]Wiaud an increase in Federal revenue for fines and penalties for

this purpose. Until now the plight of the crime victim has been largely overlooked by the

personnel, procedures and rules of the criminal justice system. Major national initiatives

are needed to reverse ~enturies of neglect. Such initiatives should not be blink'ered by the

approach which, until now, has been taken to this problem. The provision· of money

compensation, even adequate money compensation, is by no means the whole answer to

the problems of vi.ctims of crime. But it is often the start of the solution.
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